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Rocks and Minerals for Kids is a Fun Fact Rock Book that Children will Find Fascinating. Get the

kid's most FAQ answered. Enjoy pictures about Geology and kid's favorite rocks.Have you ever

wondered how rocks are made, or what the difference is between a rock and a mineral? Maybe you

are fascinated by the largest rock in the world or just love looking at awesome pictures of rocks and

how they were formed. Fossil rocks, meteorites and volcanoes are always a good favorite. There

are all those topics, and a lot more in this book about rocks. Forgot to mention a fun quiz, and some

rock jokes all thrown in too! You will get access to a cool free Asteroid game, free worksheets and

other cool stuff. It was written because I can remember my childrenâ€™s fascination with anything to

do with rocks. From the ages of about 8 â€“ 12 they enjoyed many things to do with nature, but

anything about rocks for kids, or collecting rocks held their concentration. The pictures of rocks and

other things to do with rock facts are fascinating.This rock and mineral book is really an engaging,

fun fact guide to answer many of the basic questions we all have about rocks. This includes what is

the difference in rocks and minerals, how rocks were made, the different types of rocks we get on

Earth and the popular uses for them. You will learn about the formation of the earth billions of years

ago and discover details about Igneous, Metamorphic and Sedimentary rocks. There are loads of

pictures that are fun and fascinating for kids and adults alike. There is a section where you will learn

about rock characteristics and how the Geologists work out what is rock and what is mineral. Some

other interesting things you will learn about is collecting rocks and how to get started. There are

some tips and safety suggestions for beginners. I can remember starting a rock collection by

sticking rocks and stones I had found around our house onto cardboard. My passion soon had me

progressing onto putting the collected rocks onto a shelf of their own.Here is a brief snapshot -

Heaps of rocks are featured and also topics like - *The Earth's Crust*The Earth's Mantle*The

Earth's Core*How Where Rocks Formed?*â€‹Igneous Rocksâ€‹*Metamorphic Rocks*Sedimentary

Rocks*How were Crystals Made?*Fossil Fuels*A Scorpion Trapped in Time!*What are The Rocky

Mountains Made of?*Fossil Rocks*Dinosaur Rocks*What is a Conglomerate?â€‹*Favorite Rocks

and Minerals for Kids*Fools Gold!*Gem Stones*Oldest Rocks on Planet Earth*Rocks from Outer

Space!*What are â€‹Meteorites?*â€‹Mineral Characteristics*Different Uses for Rock*Rock Collecting

for Kids*Free Activities*Rock Jokes for Kids!Yes...a BIG fun, value packed book about rocks for

kids. Geology for kids was never more enjoyable.I hope you enjoy the book about rocks as much as

I enjoyed writing it!Regards, Peggy
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A very informative and interesting book about rocks and minerals. I found it fascinating to learn

about all the different rocks that can be found in the world. Great selection of pictures too - showing

the rocks in all their natural beauty!

While I wasn't particularly fond of learning about rocks myself, my son just so happened to have a

school assignment coming up that required him to learn more about the earth's crust and rocks and

so forth so I figured that this book would be just what he needed. Boy, was he in for a treat! This

book shared plenty of fun filled facts about rocks, how they're formed, and some popular places

they can be found. I never knew that rocks could be so interesting! And, he actually enjoyed reading

about them. So, what else can I say... it's definitely something I'd recommend as great reading

material for kids or even adults that want to learn more about the earth and it's makeup.

I must applaud Peggy Lane's book on rocks. She really over delivers on the information .....I wasn't

really expecting this much for a child's book, in fact this would be educational for a rather wide age



range it seems to me. She doesn't leave anything out ......everything from the history of where rocks

come from, to a wide variety of kinds of rocks all with quality images, and much more. I highly

recommend it for kids.

You don't have to be a kid to enjoy this book. Most kids are interested in rocks, especially boys, and

my grandson read this right through. The book covers just about every type of rock there is and he

learned a lot and so did I. This is a good review of rocks and the pictures are great. You get a real

feel for each of the types. A really good resource.

I bought several other books about rocks and minerals, but I thought I should give this a try as well.

My nephew is crazy about this stuff, so I wanted to offer him something new, some new information,

new rocks.The book is well laid out, full of interesting rocks, with some great pictures. The kid liked

it, so I am happy. A good purchase.
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